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Chris … opened the meeting at 8.20pm
with a welcome to all. He started off by
discussing Tesla at Colorado Springs,
where he was using conductive salt water
as a dia-magnetic fluid. He said that
calcium sulphate (caso4) only liberates
oxygen and hydriodic acid only produces
hydrogen, with reactions only at the
respective cathode or anode.
Michael … demonstrated some new coils
that he had been winding. It was a bi-filar
experiment and the outer coils were
tuned to the frequency of the inner
smaller coils, which were inserted in
opposing directions. He had sparks flying
every where, stating that he was
producing voltages about nine times
higher than normal, with a lot less
current.
He mentioned that he had viewed a
DVD by Jeff O’Hara titled “Flaming White
Arc”, from which he had picked up some
interesting technology based around
Tesla’s coil. This DVD went further in as
much as re-defining Tesla Technologies,
with such term as pseudo sparks and
induced sparks.
AndrewS … said that he had been to Mt.
Gambier and had installed one of his EV
water conditioning units on a potato
washing machine for the “Department of
Innovation”. It was a 1,000 acre farm,
with half potatoes and the other half
cattle. They had run out of dam water for
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the cattle and were using bore water,
which had a nasty sulphur smell. They
treated some of this water with an
Ecovortec unit and the cattle really
showed their preference to drink it in
preference to the foul smelling water.
Andrew added that Dr Brian Hardy
had also set up an experiment on a pig
farm with two troughs with water meters.
The pigs showed a 5 : 1 preference for
the EV treated water.
Peter … mentioned an article from the
previous Nexus Magazine on ORMUS,
where the new science of orbitally
rearranged molecules is discussed in
detail. (Please see “previous articles” in
http://www.nexusmagazine.com site)
Peter speculated that the Ecovortec,
Carefree and Hydrosmart water
conditioners all were forms of ORMUS
converters, in that they all changed the
molecular state of the chemicals in the
water that flowed through them. In this
way the salt, seen by most as an enemy
of agriculture, is actually converted to a
state that the plants can use (like trace
elements and fertiliser). He said that in
ancient times, the Babylonians mixed 1
part sea water with 25 parts fresh water,
and this was reportedly the only fertiliser
that they used on their famed hanging
gardens. He also added that he believed
the almost total ignorance of ORMUS by
Australian scientists was jeopardising our
agricultural future, especially in areas of
salt damage to land and the ignorance
that brackish water could be used in
agriculture. He said hat he had seen 5600
– 6500 ppm salty bore water used to grow
magnificent Lucerne crops at Kieth and
that in the United Arab Emirate they used

11,200 ppm salty water to successfully
grow market garden vegetables. See
Webb sites http://carefree.com.au and
http://hydrosmart.com.au for a huge
amount of information on these units.
AndrewS … agreed with Peter on the
ORMUS speculation and added quite a lot
more information on the subject.
Bruce … said that electric cars were
coming to force in the “Re-New”
Magazine!
David … said that the Re-New magazine
Adelaide group had a meeting every
second Tuesday in the month.
Ray … said that the next Re-New speaker
was going to be the chap that developed
the motor in the 1970’s for electric cars.
Bruce … displayed his safety interlock
unit that he had built for Ray’s Sherpa
electric car. It was very professionally
made and covered all conceivable safety
interlock functions including a self test to
prove that it was actually working.
Andrew … mentioned post catalyst heart
transplants in that some idiosyncrasies of
the donor seemed to be passed on to the
recipient.
Dino … said that the Spirit connects to
you through your blood. He also
mentioned that the Melbourne Nexus
group had bulk bought Ozone generators,
usually selling for $300.00. They were
selling them to members (including us)
for $70.00.
AndrewS … said that air through his EV
units cracked oxygen to monatomic
ozone. He also mentioned that he had
been taking zeolite for a month ( to clean
out any heavy metals in his body). He
said that it was an effective and cheap
way of removing 99% of toxic substances
in his body in six weeks.
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Roger … said that he used to sell “Non
Scents” zeolite years ago. He said that
there were 19 different varieties if zeolite.
He added that the hexagonal hollow
variety could absorb smells for 3 months
and that it could be regenerated by
placing it out on the roof for three days.
Roger added that it also used to be used
in water softeners and that it kills alcohol
on the breath.
Matthew … said that a new
experimenter’s group (like ASTROSA) was
forming in the Fleureau Peninsular. It
meets every six weeks and they are very
interested in our stuff and would like
some of us as guest speakers. They are
due to meet on 4th May at the Middleton
Pioneer Hall, and are called the
“Watershed Group”. He invited ASTRO
members to attend if they could.
Ashley … said that he now had a folder
with 200 DVD’s,with a thousand books
and MP3’s in it.
Matthew … put forward the motion to
grant Ashley $200.00 for the library. This
motion was passed.
Ron … Mentioned a book of suppressed
inventions that he had acquired and
produced a cheep MP3 that he had
loaded a whole book onto it and gave it
away.
Chris … closed the meeting at 11.05,
followed by supper.

Incorporated accepts no
responsibility for any mishaps
or accidents incurred by any
persons utilising this
information.

Jim and Robert working on a parallel path
motor at Warwicks workshop. June 2007

Jim and Ken working on the same motorgenerator.

DISCLAIMER: All information
given in this newsletter is for
educational purposes only. No
claims are made on or for the
validity or correctness of the
material provided. ASTRO S.A.
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